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The papers that made all the difference
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**Nature archive 1869–1949**
Volumes 1–164: 4183 issues

*Nature* archive’s first collection of original issues includes articles, news, reviews and records of ground-breaking discovery, including what may have been *Nature*’s very first special issue on Einstein’s theory of relativity.

**Nature archive 1950–1986**
Volumes 165–324: 1915 issues

Post-war years saw fast growth of science, especially in biological and physical discoveries. Key papers published in this collection continue to shape economic and political policies.
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Volumes 325–384: 512 issues

This collection includes ground-breaking discoveries in drug development and the search for other earth-like planets. The technique used to find the first planet outside of our solar system has been used to find nearly two-hundred extrasolar planets since.

**Nature archive 1997–2006**
Volumes 385–445: 512 issues

The most recent archive collection includes some of the most important breakthrough discoveries of modern science, especially around genetics, which continue to develop new and life saving technologies.
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